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Distinguishing Intraductal 
Proliferative Lesions that may 

mimic ADH/DCIS 
• Usual ductal hyperplasia 

– Necrosis  
– UDH vs. intermediate nuclear grade 

DCIS 

• Gynecomastoid hyperplasia 
• Collagenous spherulosis 
• Papillary lesions 
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 HMW-CK immunostains may be 
particularly helpful in 
distinguishing UDH from 
intermediate nuclear grade DCIS 
in problematic cases 
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Distinguishing Intraductal 
Proliferative Lesions that may 

mimic ADH/DCIS 
• Usual ductal hyperplasia 

– Necrosis  
– UDH vs. intermediate nuclear grade 

DCIS 

• Gynecomastoid hyperplasia 
• Collagenous spherulosis 
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 HMW-CK immunostains may also 
help identify or define extent of 
atypia in papillomas with atypia/

DCIS 







 Absence of CK 
5/6 staining can 
help define extent 
of atypia 



 Presence of 
strong, diffuse ER 
staining also 
helpful in defining 
extent of atypia 



  

• ER-high/CK5-low profile predicts atypia 
• ER-low/CK5-high profile characterizes 

non-atypical papillary lesions 
  
 Pitfalls:   

– Apocrine cells 
– Basal-like DCIS 
– Columnar cell change 

Grin, Am J Surg Pathol, 2009 



HMW-CK in Intraductal Proliferative 
Lesions 

Caveats 
 

• Not helpful in distinguishing ADH from 
LG-DICS or IG-DCIS (all generally 
negative for HMW-CK) 
  

• Some HG-DCIS are HMW-CK-positive 
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E-cadherin Staining May Be of 
Help in Problematic Cases 

DCIS: positive LCIS: negative 
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Distinguishing Benign and in Situ 
Lesions that may mimic Invasive 

Carcinoma 
• Common problems  
• Benign sclerosing lesions vs. invasive ca 
•  In situ vs. invasive ca 

– Patterns in CIS may mimic microinvasion or 
frank invasion (e.g., cancerization of lobules, 
CIS in adenosis) 

– Patterns in invasive cancer may mimic CIS 
(e.g., invasive cribriform ca, adenoid cystic 
carcinoma) 



Distinguishing Benign and in Situ 
Lesions that may mimic Invasive 

Carcinoma 
  

• Use of MEC markers can be 
extremely helpful in coming to the 
correct diagnosis 

• Also useful for determining extent 
of invasive component 



Immunohistochemistry in 
Assessing Invasion 

 Basement membrane proteins  
 Myoepithelial cell markers 



Immunohistochemistry in 
Assessing Invasion 

In the ideal world: 
– Invasive cancers characterized by lack of 

both basement membrane and 
myoepithelial cells 

– Benign and in situ lesions characterized 
by presence of both basement membrane 
and myoepithelial cells 



Immunohistochemistry in 
Assessing Invasion 

In the real world: 
– While invasive cancers lack myoepithelial cells, 

some produce basement membrane components 
– Benign and in situ lesions may show complete or 

partial absence of basement membrane and/or 
myoepithelial cells 

» Technical factors 
» Biological factors 
» Characteristic of certain lesions (e.g., microglandular 

adenosis) 



Collagen IV 



Immunohistochemistry in 
Assessing Invasion 

 Basement membrane proteins  
 Myoepithelial cell markers 



Myoepithelial Cell Markers 

Marker Sensitivity Specificity 

S-100 Good Unacceptable 

Actin Good Poor 

SMM-HC Good Excellent 

Calponin Excellent Very good 

HMW-CK Very good Poor 

adapted from Yaziji, et al, Adv Anat Pathol 2000:7:100-109 
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Beware of Myofibroblast Staining 



Myofibroblast Staining 

 Actin > Calponin > SMM-HC 



Other Myoepithelial Cell Markers 

• Maspin 
• CD10 
• p63 
• p75 



Other Myoepithelial Cell Markers 

 p63 
– member of p53 family 
– stains myoepithelial cell nuclei only 
– high specificity (no staining of 

myofibroblasts) 
– high sensitivity 



p63 in Normal Breast 

Duct Lobule 
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Differential Diagnosis 

DCIS in adenosis  
vs. 

Invasive ductal carcinoma 
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Double Immunostaining for 
Cytokeratin and p63 



Double Immunostaining for 
Cytokeratin and p63 



A note on MEC markers and DCIS 



CAUTION! 

 Some myoepithelial cell markers show 
reduced sensitivity for DCIS-associated 
myoepithelial cells (when compared to 
their sensitivity for normal myoepithelial 
cells) 



Immunophenotype of DCIS-Associated 
Myoepithelial Cells 

Hilson, Am J Surg Pathol, 2008 
 

 101 DCIS immunostained for 7 MEC 
markers 

– Smooth muscle actin 
– Calponin 
– Smooth muscle myosin heavy chain 
– p63 
– CD10 
– CK5/6 
– p75 



 Staining intensity of DCIS-associated 
MEC compared with that of normal 
breast ducts/lobules on same section 

 



% cases with reduced expression 
compared with normal MEC 

SMA 0% 

Calponin 16% 

SMMHC 76% 

p63 10% 

CD10 30% 

CK5/6 27% 

p75 7% 
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Summary 

 DCIS-associated MEC have 
immunophenotypic differences from 
normal MEC 

 
 ?Biological significance 

  
 Practical implications:  

– sensitivity of MEC markers for DCIS-associated MEC 
varies and differs from their sensitivity for normal MEC 



Invasive Cancers that 
May Mimic DCIS 

•  Invasive cribriform carcinoma 

• Adenoid cystic carcinoma 

•  Invasive carcinomas in rounded nests 
– Papillary carcinomas (esp, solid papillary 

carcinoma) 
– Invasive ductal 



Invasive Cribriform Carcinoma 



  
• MEC markers not only helpful in 

coming to the correct diagnosis 

• But also useful for determining 
extent of invasive component 



p63 



• Carcinomas with a solid, nested growth 
pattern are particularly problematic 

• Often considered to be DCIS 

• May even have compressed layer of 
cells at periphery of nests giving the 
impression of MECs 

Invasive Cancers that May 
Mimic DCIS 







SMMHC 

p63 



 Not everything that looks like a 
myoepithelial cell on H and E-stained 

sections is a myoepithelial cell 
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D2-40 

• Antibody to human podoplanin 
• Used to identify lymphatic spaces 
• Can stain MECs 
•  Less myofibroblast staining 



LVI mimicking DCIS 







IHC in Breast Pathology 
•  To help in the assessment of intraductal 

proliferative lesions 

•  To help categorize papillary lesions 

•  To help evaluate problematic in situ lesions 
(DCIS vs. LCIS) 
 

•  To help distinguish benign or in situ from 
invasive lesions 

 



IHC in Metastatic Lesions 



IHC in Metastatic Lesions 

• Patient with known breast 
carcinoma vs. other  

• Patient with unknown primary: r/
o breast origin 



IHC in Metastatic Lesions 
 Patient with known breast carcinoma 
vs. other  

 
– Review slides from original breast 

cancer 
– ?IHC only needed if slides not available 

or histology is equivocal or not 
concordant with recurrence 

  





ER Mammaglobin 



IHC in Metastatic Lesions 

 Patient with unknown primary: r/o 
breast origin 
– Develop a working ddx 
– Utilize “breast” markers 

• ER/PR 
• GCDFP 
• Mammaglobin 
• Differential cytokeratins (CK7 and CK20) 

 



IHC in Metastatic Lesions 

• Other markers that may be 
useful 

• TTF1 for breast vs. lung 
• WT-1, CA-125, Pax2 and Pax8 
for breast vs. ovary 

• EMA 
 



IHC in Metastatic Lesions 
 ER/PR 
  

•  Presence fairly specific for breast 
origin   

 
• May be seen in non-breast and non-

gyn tumors (eg, thyroid, 
neuroendocrine, lung, others) 

• Absence of expression does not 
exclude breast origin 

 



IHC in Metastatic Lesions 
 GCDFP 

  

•  Presence fairly specific for breast 
origin, but sensitivity only ~50-70% 
  

• May be seen in appendageal tumors, 
salivary gland tumors, prostatic 
carcinoma 

• Often only focal staining seen when 
positive 



IHC in Metastatic Lesions 
 Mammaglobin 

  
•  Sensitivity reported to range from 

~47-71% 
 
• May be seen in endometrial or 

ovarian carcinomas and some 
melanomas 

  
  



IHC in Metastatic Lesions 
 EMA    

•  Particularly useful for the differential of 
micropapillary carcinoma of the breast 
and papillary serous carcinoma of the 
ovary 

•  Membranous staining (with reverse 
polarity) in micropapillary carcinoma of 
the breast 

•  Diffuse cytoplasmic staining in ovarian 
carcinoma 

  
  







IHC in Metastatic Lesions 

 Differential cytokeratins 
  

• Breast cancers CK7+/CK20- 
 
• Many other tumors have this profile 

– e.g. non small cell lung ca, ovarian serous ca, 
endometrial ca and mesothelioma                     
  
  



IHC in Metastatic Lesions 

 TTF-1 
  

• Useful in the differential of lung 
vs. breast 

 
• However, recent evidence 

suggests that some breast 
cancers express TTF-1   



TTF-1 Expression in Breast Cancers 
Robbens, AJSP 2010 

•  TTF-1 stains performed on 546 breast 
cancers submitted to PhenoPath 
laboratories for routine ER/PR/HER2 
testing 
–  76% core needle biopsies 
–  24% excisions 

•  TTF-1 expression seen in 13 cases (2.4%) 
–  Extent varied from focal to diffuse 
–  TTF-1 positive cases varied in histologic type, grade and ER/PR/

HER2 status 
–  TTF-1 expression seen in both in situ and invasive components 



TTF-1 Expression in Breast Cancers 
Robbens, AJSP, 2010 

 



IHC to Distinguish Breast vs. Lung Origin of 
Metastatic Carcinomas 

Words of Warning 
 

•  Some lung cancers (~10%) show focal ER 
expression (frequency appears to be antibody 
clone-related) 

•  Some lung cancers (~5%) are focally GCDFP 
positive, and these are usually also TTF-1 negative 

•  Some breast cancers (~2%) are TTF-1 positive 

•  Use caution when interpreting these immunostains 
on small biopsies 



Lesions Metastatic to the Breast 

• Don’t forget that not all cancers in 
the breast are breast cancer 

 
• Consider this when morphology is 

atypical 
• Absent in situ component 
• History of other cancer 
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Summary 

 Immunohistochemistry is often of 
value in confirming breast origin 
of metastatic lesions 
  
 However, in patients with known 
prior breast cancer, comparison 
with old slides may be just as 
important (if not more important) 



Conclusions 

 Immunohistochemistry is a valuable adjunct 
in many aspects of breast pathology 
  
 However, starting point for accurate diagnosis 
remains careful evaluation of H&E-stained 
sections 


